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What Do You Think?
How often do you get your hair cut?
Every two weeks
Every six weeks
A few times a year
Once a year
Never
Submit

Reading Eagle: Harold Hoch | Dr. Brian Reedy, Berks Plastic Surgery in Spring Township,
stands beside two new technologies: the Venus Legacy, left, and the Coolsculpting machine,
used for nonsurigical body sculpting and fat reduction.

The Conversation: Dr. Brian K. Reedy
By Jim T. Ryan, Reading Eagle correspondent

Tuesday June 16, 2015 12:01 AM

Dr. Brian K. Reedy is one of the top plastic surgeons in
Pennsylvania and on the East Coast. He's also a partner in the
Reading area brewpub scene and an eastern Pennsylvania native.
"I'm very proud of the practice I've been able to build in an area
where I grew up," said Reedy, the founder of and boardcertified
surgeon at Berks Plastic Surgery in Spring Township.
Berks Plastic Surgery also has what's known as "blackdiamond"
status, putting it in the top 1 percent in the country for Botox and
other injectibles, something that's unique for a practice in a
nonurban setting, he said.
TODAY'S SPONSOR:

Last year,
Reedy helped
Chatty Monks
Brewing Co. in

FYI
Berks Plastic Surgery: 45
employees; 2014
revenue, declined to
specify; main office, 50
Commerce Drive,
SpringTownship.

Background: bachelor’s
degree with distinction in
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West Reading
get off the
ground as a
partner,
managing its
branding and
marketing. As it
nears its first
year in
business, the
partners are
looking to test
their beer against some of the best in the world at competitions.
Reedy recently spoke with Business Weekly about his practice,
profession and side projects.
Business Weekly: How has the perception of plastic surgery
changed in the time you've been a surgeon?
Brian Reedy: I think there's been a greater public awareness and
demand for the cosmetic side of our specialty. With all the interest
in the lay press and television shows, cosmetic surgery and
noninvasive treatments have grown just in the last 10 years.
Because there are so many options and technologies, our field has
become more specialized, so it's hard to be a jack of all trades.
When I first got into surgery 16 years ago, I did everything from
cosmetic to hand surgery, and even cancer. Plastic surgery has
always been an innovative field. With every new war, there's a
need for reconstructive surgery. Mankind unfortunately finds new
ways to hurt each other, so there's always a need for trauma
surgery. There have been a lot of new treatments in regenerative
medicine, too. So it's changed a lot, but we have always been on
the forefront of surgery.

BW: Has the insurance market become better at understanding
the difference between medically necessary surgery and that
which is purely for cosmetic purposes? For example, is it still a
problem for women to get coverage for breast reduction surgeries
that would improve their health?
BR: No, it's gotten much worse over the last decade. The issue of
reconstructive surgery after breast cancer has been settled by state
statutes, but other than that, it hasn't. For example, I have a client
who has two very different size breasts, and it isn't covered by
insurance. Gynecomastia, or male breast tissue, isn't covered.
Abnormal ear sizes aren't covered. Even breast reduction surgery,
for all its health benefits, was covered more in the past and it's not
covered as much today. Something that's an injury they'll always
cover, but congenital and inherited deformities of face, chest and
body, they're not covering. I don't think that is going to change in
the future. We're always a patient advocate, and we'll argue on
their behalf, but sometimes it's a losing battle.

BW: You were recently involved with the daytime TV talk show

liberal arts, Echols
scholar, University of
Virginia; medical doctoral
degree, University of
Pennsylvania School of
Medicine; postdoctoral
research fellow,
University of
Pennsylvania Medical
Center and Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia,
division of plastic
surgery; residency in
general surgery and
plastic surgery,
University of
Pennsylvania Medical
Center.
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"The Doctors," to help a patient with a severe acne scarring
problem. What was that like working with a television show to
help a patient?
BR: Yes, but I'm not allowed to talk about it until after the show.
I've been involved, and there's a patient recovering, and we'll be
talking more about that in the future.

BW: You're also a partner in Chatty Monks. How are things
going with the brewpub?
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What is the No. 1
challenge you’re dealing
with at your company?
My practice has grown
every year since I
started, so meeting the
demands of the
community and my
patients, balancing my
personal and
professional life and not
getting overwhelmed. It’s
a good problem to have,
and I feel very lucky.

BR: It's been great. We're coming up on one year, and it's been a
lot of fun. I'm not involved with the daytoday (operations), but
I'm focused on the marketing and business aspects. And my wife
and I developed a lot of the interior design. We're going to be
commercial brewing by the end of the year. It's great and fun. The
public loves the beer. My partners are a good group of guys, and
everyone brings something to the table, and it's been a great
collaborative effort. The craft beer market is such a small part of
the larger market, and there's room to grow, but there's a lot of people online. We'll also be at the
Great American Beer Festival in Denver at the end of September. We haven't done that before and
are going to put ourselves up against others to see how we do. We're excited.
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BW: That must keep you running around. How do you do that, manage a highly respected plastic
surgery business, run marketing for a brewpub and find time for all the other things in life? Are there
are some things you have to put on hold, and how do you decide which ones?
BR: Sure. Life is about balance. You have to have time for your family and for yourself. I think I've
been able to maintain a good balance. That's part of the reason I built this practice in central
Pennsylvania as opposed to staying in a city. I can coach my kids' sports teams and run home for
dinner or lunch. I've been blessed, and I'm very fortunate to have a great staff. That allows me the
freedom to not do everything and do other things.

BW: What's next on the horizon for Berks Plastic Surgery?
BR: We have a new associate, Scott Lindsay, who started this month. We're opening a seventh med
spa, in Sinking Spring, later this year. I always advocate for new technologies. Early this year, we
added two noninvasive bodysculpting technologies in CoolScultping and Venus Legacy, which
help us reform patients bodies and melt fat without surgery. Those technologies allow you to
contour in terms of reducing fat and contour the body in nonsurgical ways with limited or no
downtime. That's one of the things that has changed. While I'm a surgeon and I love to operate,
that's the biggest change: nonoperative treatments. That part of our industry is the fastest growing.
It's much more accepted across a larger socioeconomic cross section of the public. And people are
more willing to accept a less dramatic result for one that has less downtime and recovery.
 Interview by Jim T. Ryan, Reading Eagle correspondent
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